OAB® SHRINK LABEL SOLUTIONS

General Response Form for a Quote
Fax: 513.672.3333
Web form at www.shrinkheat.com
Email: sales@shrinkheat.com

Standard Configuration: Tunnel, Steam and Belt
for glass or plastic bottles

Do you require an auto labeler?
___ Yes ___ No
___ Please have an expert discuss with me.

My bottle is less than 15” tall?
___ Yes ___ No
___ Please have an expert discuss with me.

Is the order of 20-40 feet per minute adequate?
___ Yes ___ No
___ My requirement is ___ ft.

Power requirements?
___ 150kW-300kW
(150HP to 30BHP range power)
___ I want under 15kW
___ Don’t know

Contact:
Micropyretics Heaters International
750 Redna Terrace
Cincinnati, OH 45215, USA
Tel. 513.772.0404
www.mhi-inc.com
sales@mhi-inc.com

www.shrinkheat.com
Why throw good money after bad?

Choose superior shrink labeling with OAB® steam.

- 50 - 95% ENERGY SAVINGS COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL BOILERS
- MIX AND MATCH BOTTLE SIZES WITHOUT CHANGING SETUPS
- NOT RESTRICTED TO ONE BELT LINE
- EASY PLACEMENT ADJACENT TO LABEL SHRINKAGE MACHINE
- INSTALL IN HOURS. NO CERTIFICATION REQUIRED
- EASY RELOCATION AS NEEDS CHANGE
- EASY DESIGN STEPS, SHRINKAGE VS SPEED
- FINANCING RESOURCES AVAILABLE

Maintenance and Energy Cost

Conventional Boilers Represent a Significant Drain on Profits

Ask your MHI representative for your Return On Investment calculations and purchasing options.

Save about $250K in operating costs alone*.

("Assumes electric cost of 10¢/kWhr, water cost of 1¢ per gallon.)

“Save up to 90% in energy and water costs”

How Small is the OAB® Labeling System?

Easily fits onto a standard pallet